BATHROOM HYGIENE
DISCOVER ULTIMATE HYGIENE AND WATER CONSERVATION
WITH TOUCH FREE SENSOR TECHNOLOGY BY SCHELL

SPECIALISING IN PUBLIC,
SEMI-PUBLIC AND COMMERCIAL
SANITARY ROOMS
Superlative hygiene, attractive design, and the ability to perform
in high-use environments – these are just some of the unique
requirements placed on the electronic products used in
today’s public, semi-public, and commercial sanitary rooms. In
collaboration with Schell, Johnson Suisse electronic flush valves
and tapware have been designed with these considerations in
mind to ensure that you are prepared for the challenges of the
modern bathroom.
Research shows that over a 10 year period, construction costs
represent around 10% of a building’s total cost, with maintenance
and running costs making up the other 90%. This unique range
of products from Johnson Suisse/Schell allows you to maximise
bathroom hygiene whilst reducing water consumption, providing
significant savings to the overall expenditure of the building and
contributing to a more efficient and sustainable environment.
These solutions can be installed in a wide variety of applications,
such as Hospitals, Public Restrooms, and Aged Care facilities.

With over 80 years’ experience in the industry, Schell
electronic flush systems and washbasin solutions can be
found all across the world e.g. in:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Adelaide Oval, Adelaide, Australia
Burj Khalifa Complex, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Rheinschiffahrt Aktiengesellschaft, Germany
ARCAD Einkaufszentrum, Budapest, Hungary
Fitness Academy, Wroclaw, Poland
QVB Building, Sydney, Australia
Slavia Stadium, Prague, Czech Republic
Volkswagen AG, Dresden, Germany

Wash basin fittings
Water-saving, hygienic, robust,
long-lasting and good to look
at too – this is what makes
washbasin taps by SCHELL a cut
above the rest. See pages 4-5 for
more information.
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Urinal flush systems
These are in demand,
particularly as concealed
installations. This watersaving and hygienic electronic
urinal flush system is suited
for new builds or particularly
quick and easy retrofitting in
refurbishment projects. The HF
Urinal flush system by Schell;
combined with the Johnson
Suisse Life Urinal make the
perfect all-round solution.

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT FROM US
We offer an industry-leading range of intelligent urinal and tapware solutions,
complemented by an unrivalled technical support network and after sales service.
Regardless of whether you are undertaking a new build project or refurbishment, Johnson
Suisse is able to provide hygienic contact-free systems to suit your needs and budget.

All products comply with the relevant Australian
Standards, have Watermark approval and carry the
appropriate WELS certification. Our Vitreous China
Urinals and Electronic Tapware ranges carry 10
years warranty with 1 year parts and labour cover.

Why not discover the benefits of our unique ranges
for yourself and if you have any queries, simply give
us a call? We are more than happy to help.

Phone 1300 717 717
www.johnsonsuisse.com.au
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ELECTRONIC TAP E-MODUS
Johnson Suisse’s Modus E range integrates state-of-the-art sensor technology with
European design to provide perfect hands-free and touch basin tap solutions.

In partnership with Schell, Johnson Suisse
product innovations allow you to reduce water
consumption, providing savings in to the overall
consumption of the building, contributing to a
more efficient and sustainable environment.
The Modus electronic basin mixer is the perfect
choice for public and commercial sanitary
facilities helping to achieve up to 60% water
reduction in comparison to a conventional single
lever basin mixer.
Hygiene in public, semi-public and commercial
sanitary areas is becoming a major focal point for
public safety. The Modus electronic basin mixer
has a touch-free sensor tap that automatically
turns on and off. It’s solenoid manufactured
for 70˚C water supply for 10 seconds to kill
legionnaires disease. This makes Modus E the
ideal tap for heavy use bathrooms. It’s handsfree
technology at its very best.
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TAP E-MODUS COLD

TAP E-MODUS HOT/COLD

SIZE: H138 mm x D105 mm

SIZE: H138 mm x D105 mm

Compact fixed-spout sensor activated
cold/tempered water basin tap

Compact fixed-spout sensor
activated basin mixer

Bright chrome finish with European
quality and reliability

Bright chrome finish with European
quality and reliability

Hygienic contactless IR sensor
operation

Hygienic contactless IR sensor
operation

Mains supply connection.
Battery activation option

Convenient mixing lever
for temperature adjustment
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JOHNSON SUISSE LIFE URINAL WITH
SCHELL HF ELECTRONIC FLUSH VALVE
Pressure flush technology is, and will always remain, an attractive technological solution for public or private sanitary areas. It has the
ability to fulfil the needs of architects, designers, installers and users: modern design, sustainable water-use, high reliability, robust
materials, superlative hygiene and ease of service. With more than 80 years’ experience and an unparalleled range of products,
SCHELL is the global pioneer in pressure flush technology. Used in conjunction with the Johnson Suisse Life Urinal, the HF Electronic
Valve system provides the ultimate solution for commercial bathroom projects.

Schell Electronic Valve Cover Plate (J6209)

Schell HF Electronic Flush Valve Rough-In Kit (J6203) & Fit-Out Kit (J6206)

FLUSH VALVE BENEFITS:
The HF Electronic Flush Valve excels when hygiene
standards and reliability are paramount, as the touch-free,
sensor-controlled flush is particularly hygienic in high-use
environments. The concealed position of the flush valve,
control system and power supply enables the HF Electronic
Flush Valve to endure tough everyday usage. The components
can be located either in-wall, induct, or behind a robust
stainless steel front cover.
The encapsulated, corrosion-proof LC sensor is located
behind a vandal-proof trap cover and reliably detects the flush
flow required by the user - advanced microwave technology
only flushes when liquid is detected, improving water usage
dramatically when compared to traditional ceiling-mounted
sensor systems.
The Stagnation Flush feature automatically flushes every 24
hours, improving hygiene, product lifespan, and cleaning time
by preventing the build-up of waste, whilst Stadium Mode also
reduces water usage during ultra-high use periods.
Even the programming of the HF Electronic Flush Valve is
reliable and simple; the three water-saving flush programmes
can be set via an external reed switch with a magnetic
key. Maintenance is made easy by the integrated service
programme (with cleaning stop, cleaning flush and interval
flush for intensive cleaning) and diagnostics programme (for
checking the solenoid valve, sensor and battery capacity).
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Advantages:
• Hygienic and vandal-proof control
• Universal usage for all ceramic and stainless steel bowls
• 3 water-saving flush programmes adjustable externally via a
magnetic key
• Either mains or battery operated
• Integrated stagnation flush
• Stadium operation
• Integrated overflow protection
• Odour trap monitoring even at a low water level
• Hybrid programme
• Solenoid is able to process 70°C water to allow for Thermal
Disinfection in clinical settings.
Technical specifications:
• Flow pressure: 0.8 - 5 bar
• Flush rate: 0.3 l/s
• Flush volume: 1 or 2 l
• Noise class: I
• Valve connection: T 1/2 MT
Compatible with:
• Johnson Suisse Life Urinal - Back Entry (J6010)
Item Code
• J6010.J6200 - Johnson Suisse Life Urinal with electronically
activated flushing

To date there
have been over

90,000
Schell Electronic
Urinal Systems
installed in Australia
Johnson Suisse Life Urinal (J6010)

HF electronic flush valve placed above urinal

Hygiene in sanitary rooms is a major challenge – especially when these are highly trafficked, such as in hospitals, railway stations,
restaurants and office buildings. Schell are one of the pioneers of intelligent technologies for the toughest hygiene challenges. The HF
sensor’s touch-free flush is accompanied by Stagnation Flush technology which actuates every 24 hours. This can be critically important
when sanitary rooms are not used for longer periods of time (e.g. during the school or Christmas holidays), as the Stagnation Flush
draws water through the pipe system and ensures that the water supplying other bathroom products remains of drinkable quality.
Moreover, SCHELL only uses high-quality materials for its products, which are manufactured, assembled, and designed in Germany.
The Life Electronic Urinal Suite features a timeless design, and its rounded silhouette lacks sharp corners for grime to accumulate in,
whilst also being easy to clean.

LIFE URINAL WITH ELECTRONICALLY ACTIVATED
FLUSHING INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Life Urinal with electronically activated flushing
Installation instructions
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IMPORTANT: The lines must be flushed prior to installing solenoid valve.
1.
Install flush valve as required, in-wall, induct or in-ceiling and ensure that the
critical dimensions in Fig. 1 are achieved.
IMPORTANT: Flush valve must be installed vertically.
2. Connect water supply and flush-pipe. Flush-pipe must be vertical and straight
otherwise water back up can occur.
3. IMPORTANT: Fit flexible electrical conduit pipe for sensor cable without
kinks, (not supplied).
4. The operation flow pressure of the valve is 300 to 500 kPa (30 to 50 metres
IMPORTANT:
Thevalve
lines must
prior to installing
solenoid valve.
head) to achieve a minimum flow
to the
ofbe18ﬂushed
litres/minute
necessary
to
flush the urinal.
1- Install ﬂush valve as required, inwall, induct or inceiling and ensure that the critical
dimensions in Fig. 1 are achieved.
5. Remove white protective plug and install the solenoid valve into position.
IMPORTANT: Flush valve must be installed vertically.
6. Make connection from solenoid
valvewater
to supply
sensor
control
unit.must be vertical and straight
2- Connect
and ﬂushpipe.
Flushpipe
otherwise water back up can occur.
7. Mount sensor control unit, as detailed
in Fig. 1.
3- IMPORTANT: Fit ﬂexible electrical conduit pipe for sensor cable without kinks, (not
8. Make connection from power supply
supplied). unit to sensor control unit as detailed in
4- The operation ﬂow pressure of the valve is 300 to 500 kPa (30 to 50 metres head)
Fig. 2.
to achieve a minimum ﬂow to the valve of 18 litres/minute necessary to ﬂush the
9. Clean rectangle pad area at theurinal.
back of the urinal ensuring it is free of dust and
5- Remove white
protective
plug and
install the
solenoid
position.
grease. Apply mastic glue supplied
to the
black
plastic
side
ofvalve
theintosensor
6Make
valve to sensor
unit. pointing
(opposite side to the label). Adhereconnection
sensorfrom
onsolenoid
the urinal
withcontrol
cable
Mount sensor control unit, as detailed in Fig. 1.
upwards, as detailed in Fig. 4.7- Connect
sensor control unit connector as
8- Make connection from power supply unit to sensor control unit as detailed in Fig. 2.
detailed in Fig. 2.
9- Clean rectangle pad area at the back of the urinl ensuring it is free of dust and
Apply
mastic
supplied to urinal.
the black plastic
of the sensor (opposite
10. Ensure correct connections aregrease.
made
prior
toglue
installing
Note:sideSurge
side to the label). Adhere sensor on the urinal with cable pointing upwards, as
protectors are recommended todetailed
avoid
power
spikes
affecting
theaslife
of the
in Fig.
4. Connect
sensor control
unit connector
detailed
in Fig. 2.
10-control
Ensure correct
connections
are made prior to installing
urinal.not be
transformer and the electronic
module.
Transformers
should
Note: Surge protectors are recommended to avoid power spikes affecting the life of
plugged in until all major electrical
work has
been
completed
on site. should not be
the transformer
and the
electronic
control module. Transformers
in until all major electrical work has been completed on site.
11. Note: Suggested onsite methodplugged
of determining
discharge volume of 0.8 litres
11- Note: Suggested onsite method of determining discharge volume of 0.8 litres per
per flush. Activate the flush valve
byActivate
waving
your
hand
the
ﬂush.
the ﬂush
valve by
waving in
yourfront
hand inof
front
of thesensor.
sensor. Discharge
the water through a hose into a container.
Discharge the water through a hose into a container.
12- Adjust discharge time to discharge 0.8 litres per ﬂush. To adjust the timing, turn the
controller
trimlitres
pot with per
the screwdriver
as detailed
Fig. 3. Approximate
12. Adjust discharge time to discharge
0.8
flush. supplied
To adjust
theintiming,
position to achieve correct discharge volume is shown in Fig. 3.
turn the controller trim pot with the screwdriver supplied as detailed in Fig. 3.
13- Install the urinal and test.
Approximate position to achieve
correct
discharge
volume
is
shown
in Fig. 3.
14- Install optional cover plate on inwall installation only.
13. Install the urinal and test.
14. Install optional cover plate on in-wall installation only.

All measurements are subject to manufacturing tolerances. To ensure accuracy please check actual product dimensions before drilling for installation. The manufacturer reserves the right to change speciﬁcations at any time without giving prior notiﬁcation.

This product should
be installed by a licenced
plumber in accuracy
compliance with the
Plumbing Code
of Australia.
Local product
authority, Waterdimensions
Board, and Building Regulations
apply to the
installation
of this product,The
and you
should consult the appropriate
bodies forthe
these requirements.
All measurements are subject to manufacturing
tolerances.
To ensure
please
check
actual
beforemay
drilling
for
installation.
manufacturer
reserves
right to change specifications at any time without giving prior notification. This product
should be installed by a licensed plumber in compliance with the Plumbing Code of Australia. Local authority, Water Board, and Building Regulations may apply to the installation of this product, and you should consult the appropriate bodies for these requirements.
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PLEASE VISIT US AT JOHNSONSUISSE.COM.AU

The range of products within this brochure are
suitable for use in the following applications:

Aged Care

Education

Healthcare

Hotels

Offices

Public Restrooms

2/97 Banksia Street, Botany NSW 2019 | T 1300 717 717 | F 1300 746 480
bpa.commercial@johnsonsuisse.com.au | www.johnsonsuisse.com.au/commercial
Bathroom Products Australia Pty Ltd ABN 87 079 297 617
SHOWROOM: 31 Koornang Road, Scoresby VIC 3179 Australia | T 1300 717 717 | F 1300 746 480

Material and design specifications subject to change without notice.
Product colour reproduction is as near to actual product colour as production methods allow.
This brochure relates to Australian products only and some product, design or specifications may differ in other countries.
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All sales and product enquiries to the National Call Centre on 1300 717 717

